“Poetry HW #3” ADV
This should be entered in your notebook using the title listed above. Use today’s date and see Mr. Broviak for the due
date.
DO NOT PUT THIS SHEET IN YOUR NOTEBOOK. I will NOT stamp this sheet. All answers must be written
separately in your notebook.
If you score a 23 or higher on Poetry Quiz 3, then just tape that quiz in to your notebook instead of doing this
homework. Use at least 4 pieces of clear tape.
Choose just one of the following options for your homework. Label which option you choose. Each EXTRA
option you choose to do gains you THREE B POINTS.

Option ONE:
Answer ANY TEN of the following questions using complete sentences.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.

Create a haiku that BREAKS one of the main rules, and explain how it breaks the rule.
On your poem handout, one of the haiku is written incorrectly. Identify it and write a fixed version.
Explain the two parts of the metaphor made in “Giant Thunder”.
Explain the personification that is made in the poem “Giant Thunder.
Write a sentence about school that uses two nouns and three adjectives.
Label the adjectives in this sentence: Joey likes to chase the squirrels that attacked his little sister.
In the third stanza of Glove and Lions there is a horrible simile. Identify it and write a fixed version.
In the Glove and Lions, aside from getting the glove, why does the Count *really* jump in the pit?
From Glove and Lions, what clues in the poem would help us define the word “vanity”?
Explain why the speaker in Rhyming Riddle would be afraid of fire.
From “The Spider” what is the explain author’s opinion of spiders and support it with an example.
In “The Spider” why would the poet compare the spider’s web to sharp knives?
Create a simile or metaphor of your own that could work in the poem, “The Spider”.

Option TWO:
Using the letters H-A-I-K-U—L-I-O-N-S, come up with TEN sentences that either
describe the poems we read (Use the poems listed below) or give a fact about what happened
in the poem.
Each sentence must begin with one of the letters from the above phrase, and once a
letter is taken in the phrase, it can’t be used again. There should be a total of TEN PHRASES.
Each phrase should have between SIX and TWELVE words. Do NOT use DIRECT QUOTES
from the poem.

Poem list

1. RHYMING RIDDLE
2. THE SPIDER - BACK OF THIS HANDOUT
3. HAIKU
4. GLOVE & THE LIONS
5. GIANT THUNDER

